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Abstract
Many voices claim that, with the emergence of the cinema, the time when readers had the power to interpret the narration on 
their own, creating in their minds a world in consonance with their thoughts and beliefs, has passed and that a new type of 
‘reading’ has emerged, one that leaves no room for imagination, since image works against free interaction with the text. The 
chief ambition of this paper was to prove that such perspectives are misshaped, that a middle ground may be achieved, that 
both novel and film may be valued for their multiplicity.
Although two different grids for analysis were applied in this study, on the one hand looking into the narrative pattern of the 
novel, and on the other, understanding how the camera may replace the writer’s pen when (re)creating, the whole demarche 
was dedicated to a comparative and contrastive ‘reading’ of the mutations that become visible the moment the linguistic 
medium is replaced by the visual. Thus, the present paper intends to study the architecture of both narrative and cinematic 
texts, deconstructing the basic elements that stand at their core.
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1. Introductory lines
In an over-mediated society, ideas, feelings and memories are to be found in a constant process of 
transformation, of remaking, and of re-picturing, this phenomenon standing for the very foundation of artistic 
creation. Just like literature is greatly influenced by other texts, the filmic medium has been asserting its connections 
to literature ever since its beginnings. Due to an increasing popularity of novel adaptations to screen, adaptation 
criticism has developed greatly along the years, bringing to light a number of debates regarding its status as art form, 
its value and worth, its originality. Some critics, like Gabriel Miller, Bela Balazs, and Ingmar Bergman, just to name 
a few, point to film’s inferiority, claiming that this hybrid medium has inadequate resources to express the substance 
of any literary work. Nevertheless, others understand the complexity of the filmic medium and its increased 
representation of reality, stressing the specificities that set it apart from literature.
When trying to compare the novel with the film, or the other way around, one should be aware of the 
mutations that are probable the moment the linguistic medium is replaced by the visual, and of the fact that the 
end product is a different type of creation. Both the novel and the film require an analysis based on their own 
conventions and techniques, despite any similarities or points of intersection. Parting from the idea that, 
regardless of the differences between the two types of media, both involve and emphasize elements such as 
narration, narrative time, focalization, characters, irony, and symbolism, the present paper revisits the medium 
specificity of both novel and film from a narratological standpoint, stress being laid on point of view. Thus, the 
elements that revolve around the notion of focalization and their role in fiction narrative and filmic narrative are 
to be considered in a comparative and contrastive study which follows their applicability and their 
transformations in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness and the novel’s adaptations on the screen: Coppola’s 
Apocalypse Now, and Roeg’s Heart of Darkness.
2. Exploring narrative and cinematic point of view
The presence of deictic information invites one to consider that any discourse is presented from a particular 
perspective. In narrative theory, the viewpoint from which a story is understood bears the name of ‘point of 
view’, ‘focalization’ or ‘perspective’. Bal calls attention to a frequent confusion between the narrator (who 
speaks?) and “the vision through which the elements are presented” (who sees?), the latter being our concern at 
this point [1].
Although in many narratives the two actions, that of seeing and of speaking, may be traced back to a single 
individual, one needs to consider the instance when a narrator assumes the responsibility for recounting what 
someone else has seen. The main difference is set between external and internal focalization. External 
focalization is defined as an objective narrative where the information communicated is limited to what the 
characters do and say. In Rimmon-Kenan’s terminology, the external focalization is also known as zero 
focalization which is associated with the so-called omniscient narrator whose position cannot be located inside 
the story. When such a position lies with a character who participates in the fabula, the narrative is said to have 
internal focalization. Turning to Genette, he considers that this type of focalization can be divided into: fixed, 
when there is only one perspective adopted; variable, when the point of view shifts from one character to another; 
and mixed or multiple, when the same event is recounted from different perspectives.
A decisive component in the construction of the narrative discourse and the most powerful and least 
perceivable ‘instrument’ used to manipulate the readers’ or audience’s attention, point of view turned into a 
challenge for the critics who attempted to explore the means of its realization on screen. If point of view is 
defined in prose narrative as the angle from which the agent narrator relates the events, in film, point of view is 
an “optical perspective of a character whose gaze or look dominates a sequence” [2]. Nevertheless, one should be 
aware that films are omniscient to a certain extent, given that the camera eye offers the viewer a certain degree of 
objectivity of the images seen, even if the filmmaker decides to use voice-over for a first-person narrator.
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If one considers that time, rhythm, and the web of voices interwoven in Marlow’s story provide Heart of 
Darkness with a multifaceted structure, focalization further complicates the narrative. Although Marlow is the 
main narrator, and, thus, the most powerful element in the narrative, the perspective of other characters endow 
the text with a new facet, where authenticity and trustworthiness mixes with manipulation. If “Kurtz’s death 
fertilizes Marlow’s imagination, which, in turn, gives life to a second narrative”, that of Marlow’s grown older, 
the extradiegetic narrator advances another story, which he frames as a witness [3]. Marlow’s account becomes 
possible only inside the frame constructed by the extradiegetic narrator, whose presence is ‘felt’ not only in the 
opening passages of the novel, but also as Marlow’s story unfolds: “I listened, I listened on the watch for the 
sentence, for the word, that would give me the clue to the faint uneasiness inspired by this narrative that seemed 
to shape itself without human lips in the heavy night-air of the river” [4]. Both narrator and focaliser, the 
anonymous agent seems to create a deliberate incomplete image around Marlow’s story by attempting to produce 
a narrative text that ‘opens up’ to the readers and to himself simultaneously. His highly personal discourse, which 
is actually non-perceptible since he never utters these words out loud, is intended as a manipulative device. 
Providing the readers with insight into his thoughts and feelings brought about by Marlow’s story, he 
manipulates the reader into accepting the novel character of Marlow’s account, and, thus, its authenticity. 
Moreover, he even chooses to ‘delegate’ focalization to Marlow, who assumes the role of internal focaliser on 
the second level, in order to ‘temper’ with Marlow’s experience as little as possible. The verb ‘to hear’ not only 
communicates perception, but it also functions as an explicit attributive sign that marks the shift in focalization 
levels: “but it was only after a long silence, when he said, in a hesitating voice, “ ‘I suppose you fellows 
remember I did once turn fresh-water sailor for a bit,’ that we knew we were fated, before the ebb began to run, 
to hear about one of Marlow’s inconclusive experiences” [5]. Once Marlow becomes the focaliser on the second 
level, perspective increases the text’s ambiguity. Since he is both narrator and narrated in his story, he also fulfils 
two different tasks in relation to focalization. Thus, one may distinguish between Marlow-the-narrator who plays 
the role of external focaliser, the ‘I’ grown older, giving his version of the fabula in which he participated earlier, 
and Marlow-the-character who assumes the role of a character-bound focaliser. 
For the most part of the narrative, one is lead into believing that Marlow-the-character, that is the younger 
alter ego, presents his experience from his point of view. However, when focalization shifts to Marlow-the-
narrator inside the story (in other words, on the intradiegetic level), one soon understands that focalization was 
not left entirely to the character-bound focaliser, his vision being given only within the all-embracing perspective 
of Marlow-the-narrator: “This simply because I had a notion it somehow would be of help to that Kurtz whom at 
the time I did not see – you understand. He was just a word for me. I did not see the man in the word any more 
than you do” [6].  
The ‘mechanism’ becomes increasingly interesting as the stories and the point of view of other characters are 
embedded in the vision of the character-bound focaliser. An example that proves to be relevant in demonstrating 
the tremendous influence focalization may have on the narrative text is the fragment in which Marlow eavesdrops 
at the conversation between the manager and his uncle. Although they are given the possibility to utter their own 
words almost for the entire dialogue, Marlow uses indirect speech to report the scene in which Kurtz apparently 
decided to return to his station alone in a small boat: 
“The other explained that it had come with a fleet of canoes in charge of an English half-caste clerk Kurtz had 
with him; that Kurtz had apparently intended to return himself, the station being by that time bare of goods and 
stores, but after coming three hundred miles, had suddenly decided to go back, which he started to do alone in a 
small dugout with four paddlers, leaving the half-caste to continue down the river with the ivory” [7].
What is remarkable about this passage is how Conrad’s style ‘concealed’ the filtering process, making it 
virtually unperceivable. One can hardly understand that neither Marlow, nor the other two characters had actually 
seen Kurtz turning back. The other agent, who will later be identified as the harlequin, is the only source of 
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information and the focaliser of this particular event. He passes on his vision to the manager, who, in his turn, 
passes it to Marlow indirectly. Marlow further mediates the information by choosing to render it in indirect 
speech. The fact that this extremely filtered event proves to be the exact ingredient Marlow ‘needed’, in order to 
shape an image of Kurtz in his own mind, emphasizes the complexity of the human mind and the depth required 
in finding and understanding one’s ‘true’ character: 
“As to me, I seemed to see Kurtz for the first time. It was a distinct glimpse: the dugout, four paddling 
savages, and the lone white man turning his back suddenly on the headquarters, on relief, on thoughts of home 
– perhaps; setting his face towards the depths of the wilderness, towards his empty and desolate station”  [8].
Once attention is turned towards the cinematic adaptations, the present analysis should work from the premise 
stated above, according to which films, in general, are omniscient, despite the presence of a first-person narrative. 
Thus, the same degree of subjectivity and mediation as that seen in Conrad’s novel can no longer be achieved. 
Nevertheless, there are particular sequences in which the camera succeeds in capturing the mix between the inner 
facets of the experience and the detached perspective of the cinematic narrator. 
The multi-level architectural scaffolding of Apocalypse Now provides the perfect example for how different 
points of view may alter one’s perception and judgment. Just like Marlow and Willard are ‘manipulated’ and 
misled at times by other characters, the central authority at home creates a deceptive image for its foreign policy. 
The scene where Kurtz reads aloud passages from the Time Magazine is similar in effect with Marlow’s highly 
mediated image of Kurtz. Although Coppola’s Kurtz is not a narrator, like Marlow was in the novel, he, 
nevertheless, assumes the role of focaliser. Being the only one who sees the actual words written in the 
newspaper, as the camera focuses entirely on his attitude and on Willard’s ‘response’, without ‘recording’ the 
article itself, Kurtz may very well obscure parts of the expose. However, the reader is not inclined to doubt the 
veracity of what he sees and hears, due to the extremely famous character of Kurtz’s source of information: the 
Time Magazine. Hence, it might be argued that manipulation resides not only on the level of the story, through 
Kurtz’s perception, but also outside it, since the director has not exploited this ‘instrument’ by coincidence. By 
employing exceptional authoritative texts (official documents, letters, pictures, and the renowned newspaper), 
Coppola offers his narrative a depth comparable to Conrad’s novel (they function as the metadiegetic level) and 
lures the viewer into accepting the narrator’s point of view. 
Even if Willard’s belief is never truly voiced (this too should be seen as a manipulative device), the function 
of the metadiegetic level may be actually understood as an indirect attack upon the methods used during the 
Vietnam War, methods which eventually had a negative impact on the same people that were supposed to apply 
them. Basically, two aspects should be taken into consideration when attempting to decipher this deliberately 
intricate web of perspectives. On the one hand, there is the differentiation principle based on the superiority of 
the white race (although mainly unjustified and greatly criticised), and on the other, there is the condemnation of 
those who accepted, and even defended, the ‘inferior’ race. Kurtz’s role as focaliser in the scene previously 
mentioned emphasizes the absurdity of the war and the discrepancy between what was depicted at home as a 
benevolent mission, and the reality of the conflict. The fact that Kurtz turns from the focalized object of 
Marlow’s vision into focaliser of this brief, yet meaningful sequence, overturns the entire narrative, inviting the 
viewer to understand “how truths are perceived in reality, how they are constructed, how they are manipulated to 
serve individual purposes” [9].
As opposed to Coppola’s overall objectivity, one of the most striking aspects about Roeg’s cinematic version 
of Heart of Darkness is that Marlow's inner turmoil is expressed through vivid images on the screen. If oral 
narration is the favourite mode used to ‘articulate’ a character-narrator, most theorists agree that there is no 
absolute correspondence between internal focalization in fiction and first-person focalization in film. Yet, Nicolas 
Roeg made the most of what cinematic language could offer. The subjective inserts in the first part of the film, 
which function as prolepses on the intradiegetic level, are actually analepsis since they mark the perspective of 
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Marlow-the-narrator. The short, displaced shots, representing glimpses of his recollection, reinforce the 
subjective character of the narrative through the mechanism of memory. 
In addition, the trembling camera becomes a great tool for focalization and characterization. The objective 
camera is replaced with camera narrator once Marlow leaves behind the familiar setting. Arriving at the 
Company’s Station (which remains unnamed, but confirmed by the presence of the Chief Accountant), the image 
of the natives is presented at first in trembling camera, than through a panning movement, which highlight 
Marlow’s attitude towards the unknown. The novel nature of the spectacle is further emphasized by Mfumu’s 
perception. As he approaches Marlow, the camera shifts continuously from Mfumu, a poorly dressed black man, 
to Marlow, who wears a white suit and moves around incessantly. The transfer of focalization, from one 
character to another, offers the viewer a picture of inequality and contrast between cultures, themes that will later 
be developed throughout the film.
Roeg’s attempt to offer the film a powerful, subjective tone, similar to Conrad’s novel, is best illustrated in the 
scene where Marlow witnesses the beating of a native considered responsible for the fire. Despite the presence of 
the objective camera eye which records most of the events, Marlow assumes the responsibility of the focaliser of 
this particular episode. Although Conrad’s Marlow does not actually see the incident, but hears the man 
screeching with pain, Roeg decided to use both the visual and the auditory component in order to create a 
complete image seen through Marlow’s eyes. The eyeline-match achieved through the movement of the camera 
between Marlow’s face and the white man beating a native, and the choice of an over-the-shoulder shot stand as 
markers of internal focalization. Moreover, Marlow’s body language ‘betrays’ the inner struggle he is faced with: 
accepting the horrors he witnesses as necessary means or distancing himself from the darkness imposed by the 
white men. In the end, he neither succeeds in embracing the colonizer’s perspective, nor in reaching the 
impassiveness he longed for, the shadows of cruelty and terror lingering on: “Returned you say? Did I return? 
Indeed you are mistaken Mr Yeager. To believe that as unquestionable as you do…” [10].
3. Concluding Remarks 
The present paper started from the premise that literature and cinema should be seen as means of 
communication and that they both address large audiences who are thus, unaware, manipulated into sharing 
standpoints with writers/narrators/film directors. Thus, the main concern was to decode the literary and cinematic 
text, stress being laid on their narrative structure, and on the way in which elements of architecture may influence 
one’s perception of events. Since film theory considered the model and the terminology suggested by narrative 
studies as a starting point, ‘borrowing’ concepts such as time, space, narrator, and focalization, the whole 
demarche used narratology as the main grid for analysis. Nevertheless, in view of the fact that this paper was 
intended as a comparative and contrastive study, the notion of focalization was examined in compliance with the 
technicalities of each medium. In order to understand how point of view may propose different ways of 
interpreting a particular text, suggested was an analysis that would trace the mutations that become visible the 
moment the linguistic medium is replaced by the visual.
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